**PC MATERIALS**

**MAKE PC BOARDS IN MINUTES**
*From PHOTOCOPIER or LASER PRINTER*

**PRESS-N-PEEL** by Techniks. The easiest and quickest way to transfer pc board patterns to copper-clad board. Works great with CAD and PCB layouts as well as artwork from magazines and books.

No need for photochemicals or darkroom; use a photocopier or laser printer to transfer your design to the special PRESS-N-PEEL film. Then, simply iron the design onto a clean copper-clad board with a household iron. Peel off the film, and the board is ready for etching (etchant solution not included).

PRESS-N-PEEL consist of five 8 1/2” x 11” sheets of transfer film and complete instructions.

- **CAT# TEK-5** $11.95
- 2 packs (10 sheets) $17.50
- 5 packs (25 sheets) $37.50

**COPPER CLAD BOARD**

Single sided copper clad board. Glass fiber laminate. 6” x 4” x 1/16” thick.

CAT# CP-150 $3.00 each

**DIRECT ETCH-RESIST PEN**

Use to touch-up artwork or manually add a trace on copper pc boards. Lacquer ink resists etching. May also be used on clear films for positives. Black ink. Fine point.

- **CAT# ER-15** $3.15 each

**LOW RESISTANCE CONDUCTIVE PAINT**

Chip Quik conductive paint. Excellent for repairing and modifying printed circuit boards. Dries at room temperature. Apply by dot, line or brush. Cleans with water or isopropyl alcohol. Shelf life: >12 months.

- 5g syringe with plunger and two tips
  - **CAT# CP-05** $15.95 each
- 10g syringe with plunger and two tips
  - **CAT# CP-010** $21.95

**CONDUCTIVE GLUE**

An all-purpose, electrically conductive glue ideal for bonding all kinds of low-voltage connections. Makes a permanent bond without heat. Lead-free. 0.3 fl oz. jar.

- **CAT# WG-1** $3.98 each

---

**CAIG CLEANERS, CHEMICALS & COATINGS**

**CONDUCTIVE SILVER/CARBON COATING CAIKOTE 44™**

1 oz. Repair membrane buttons and keypads and other carbon and silver based surfaces. EMI/ESD shielding. Use on rubber, epoxy, glass and plastic surfaces. No mixing required.

- **CAT# CK-44** $14.50 each

**DEOXIT® CONNECTION CLEANER**

A fast-acting deoxidizing solution that cleans, lubricates, protects and improves conductivity on metal connectors, contacts and surfaces. It is ideal for stationary and moving contact connectors. Stabilizes connections between similar and dissimilar metals.

- 1.6mL bottle with mini-brush applicator.
  - **DeoxIT® D-Series D100L-16BX.**
  - **CAT# D100L** $6.95 each
  - 5 oz. spray can. DeoxIT® D5
    - **CAT# D5S-6** $18.95 each

**DEOXIT® GOLD CONNECTION CLEANER**

DeoxIT® G-Series G100L-16BX. Formulated to improve conductivity, lubricate and protect plated connectors and contacts for maximum performance & protection. It deoxidizes minor amounts of surface contamination, penetrates plated surfaces and molecularly bonds to the base metals - NO OTHER PRODUCT DOES THIS.

- 1.6mL bottle with mini-brush applicator.
  - **CAT# G100L** $7.95 each

**SUREHOLD® PYTHON GLUE**

A high strength adhesive used to bond tough projects including wood, ceramics, stone, metal, brick, foam, fiberglass and more. Fully cures 72 hours. 2 fl. oz.

- **CAT# SH-352** $4.25 each

**SUPER GLUE DOUBLE PACK**

Bonds non-porous surfaces in seconds. Works on artificial nails, ceramics, crafts, china, jewelry, rubber, leather, wood, metal, many plastics and more. Two tube net weight 0.14 oz (4g) total.

- **CAT# SH-375** $4.25 each

**SUREHOLD® PERMANENT STRENGTH THREADLOCKER**


- **CAT# SH-481** $1.99 each